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Urmas Soorumaa,
This email wil be published on www.nlfschool.com / workbook

I have warned you...:
'When you don't relate to me in a more human way I need to break you
and your business down for reasons of security'.
I don't know what has got into you!
Why do you behave so stubborn and childish?

In 2007, I contacted you for various reasons:
I already knew that the International Criminal Court in The Hague was a Lobby- &
Assasination-centre,
where many individuals are being tortured and manipulated into death by ICC-employees.
On request of EU- & UN-politicians.
I am one of these victims; I need your mentallity & experiences to survive and to turn ICC
into a fair court of law.
Since 7oct2010 I can prove that ICC refuses to investigate & prosecute professionnally on
EU-files,
against EU-leaders & EU-courtsystems.
The Pre-chamber-judge has ignored my letter of Objection against the decision of the
Prosecutor, 15oct2010.
The President of ICC also ignores all complaints about the criminal methods of working
of prosecutor mr Luis Moreno Ocampo. 2 december2010.
ICC-employees - registrars & judges, included - are warcriminals themselves, what is
common knowledge in Africa.
All the evidence is on www.desireestokkel.nl
But, UN is partial to ICC...and prefers to start one new war after the other....
This month, Kenya and Ivory-coast are furious!
And they have every right to be angry at ICC!
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UK is now leaving Afghanistan, because UK-soldiers have put David Cameron
under a lot of pression.
They are informed about the way ICC causes terrorism/war!
Germany is more scantimonious. Angela Merkel is out of controle.
Obama doesn't know what he wants.
He donates 9 billion to Pakistan for infrastructure.
1 year later he attacks Pakistani-infrastructure with drones, for a few more
death Taliban.
Taliban knows who I am. So do Yemen-terrorist. Sauri-Arabia...is the
Residence of the Obama-family.
ICC has now started their 'assasination-program on the high-speed-frequency'.
The more Africa is furious about the methods, the more African-countries will
be brought to ICC-prison.
To cover up for the torture & murder on EU-individuals who are 100% lawless
in EU.

And this is not all!
Kremlin plays dirty games with ICC.
Medvedev knows very well that ICC-employees are warcriminals themselves.
This is why he brought the Russian file against Georgia to ICC.
There will be NO Justice between Russia - Georgia, because ICC can't judge
fairly.
Medvedev walks free, whatever ICC will judge...thanks to keeping ICC a Lobby& Assasianation-centre.
This will increase the EU-war in the future.
Food-shortage...and too much corruption within the EU. Growing indifference &
genocide by bureaucracy.
I wanted ICC to become a fair court-system in 2007, to prevent the abovementioned to take place.
Its too late now!
Africans will NO LONGER have themselves put in ICC-prison while EU & UN
organize this.

Why you?
You are a businessman building Estonia, in the world of security & econonomics.
You still have/had the social-behavior NL-businesspersons fail.
You understand Russia.
Over the past years I have asked you many times to help me out;
help me build www.nlfschool.com in order to anticipate on the coming hel for Young adults.
The only thing you have done is read my websites....and observe me.
The final result is that you have made yourself guilty of crimes against humanity yourself.
You observe me being tortured & murdered.
And you bring - by doing so - terrorism/war to Estonia...Latvia... or whereever you work.

Besides, you've got a

BIG attitude-problem.

You are annoyed with the Estonian-business-climate,
while in fact you are the one who's making the problems.
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Appearently is the only thing you are interested in:
20 million Euro profit per year.
1000 paintings in your Gallery.
Your name on the Estonian-Latvian-buildings.
The fact that you break down EU-human beings....and want them to become
lawless...has to be ignored.
You are not any better than any other politicians who wants to be above the law...
and be free to kill whoever is on the way.
And this is exactly what you will get!
More poverty & murder in EU.
You present yourself as a more fair business-men, but you are not!

How do you think I feel?
For over 3 years I have tried to rescue my own life...and the lives of millions of people inherent to
ICC, EU & UN.
And the only persons I meet are sadists, white-collar-criminals, murderers...and war-makers.

You have destroyed the future of your own kids, with your attitude.
I asked you to help me build a better future for Kids.
All you do is teach kids 'genocide by bureaucracy'.
You also teach terrorists to win from corruption in EU & UN, with violence....

Desiree Stokkel
www.desireestokkel.nl
www.nlfschool.com
www.newlegalframe.com

when you don't want to receive my emails inform me on
d.e.stokkel@online.nl
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